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Abstract
We study types of mapping classes which arise as a product of a given mapping class
and powers of certain pure mapping classes. We derive an explicit constant depending only
on a surface such that almost all above pure mapping classes give rise to pseudo–Anosov
type whenever their powers are larger than the constant. Furthermore, the stable lengths
of pseudo–Anosov mapping classes obtained by this method are directly captured from the
construction.
1 Introduction
Let S = Sg,n be a genus g surface with n punctures. We let ξ(Sg,n) := 3g + n − 3 and
χ(Sg,n) := 2 − 2g − n denote the complexity and the Euler characteristic of S respectively. In
this paper, we focus on S such that ξ(S) > 1. The curve graph C(S) is defined as follows:
the vertices are isotopy classes of curves and the edge between two vertices are realized by
disjointness. We let dS denote the graph metric on C(S) and if A,B ⊆ C(S) then
dS(A,B) := max{dS(a, b)|a ∈ A, b ∈ B}.
The mapping class group Mod(S) is the group of orientation preserving self–homeomorphisms
of S up to isotopy. Nielsen–Thurston classification says that f ∈Mod(S) is periodic, reducible
or pseudo–Anosov. See [12] for the definitions and discussions. Mod(S) acts naturally on C(S)
by an isometry. Let f ∈Mod(S), we let ||f || denote the stable length of f , which is defined by
||f || := lim inf
j→∞
dS(x, f
j(x))
j
where x ∈ C(S). If f is periodic or reducible, some vertex of C(S) is fixed by some power of f ,
so ||f || = 0. Masur–Minsky showed that if f is pseudo–Anosov then ||f || > 0 [25]. The stable
lengths of pseudo–Anosov mapping classes have been studied actively, for instance see the work
of Farb–Leininger–Margalit [10], Gadre–Tsai [14], and Valdivia [29]. We will need a result of
Gadre–Tsai:
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Theorem 1.1 ([14]). There exists k(S) ≥ 1162·|χ(S)|2+30·|χ(S)|−10n such that for any pseudo–
Anosov mapping class f ∈Mod(S), any x ∈ C(S), and any j ∈ Z,
dS(x, f
j(x)) ≥ k(S) · |j|.
Pseudo–Anosov mapping classes are difficult to obtain directly from their definition. The aim
of this paper is to provide a method to generate them by using known technologies developed in
the study of mapping class groups, the curve graphs, and the interplay between them via group
actions.
1.1 Related results and questions
We review some known constructions of pseudo–Anosov mapping classes. Recall A ⊆ C(S) is
said to fill S if every complementary component of A in S is a disk or a peripheral annulus.
Note that a, b ∈ C(S) fill S if and only if dS(a, b) > 2.
• In [28], Thurston showed that if a, b ∈ C(S) such that they together fill S, then tpa ◦ t
−q
b
is pseudo–Anosov for all p, q ∈ N>0. This result was generalized to the cases where more
than two Dehn twists are involved by Long [21] and then by Penner [26].
• In [22], Long–Morton showed that if f ∈ Mod(S) is pseudo–Anosov and ta is Dehn twist
along a ∈ C(S) then tja ◦ f is pseudo–Anosov except for finitely many values of j.
• In [13], Fathi effectivised the above result of Long–Mortan. He showed that if f ∈Mod(S)
and a ∈ C(S) such that {fn(a)|n ∈ Z} fills S, then {tja ◦ f |j ∈ Z} are pseudo–Anosov
except for at most 7 consecutive values of j.
Note that Fathi’s theorem generalizes Thurston’s theorem because if a, b ∈ C(S) are filling
curves then {tnb (a)|n ∈ Z} fills S, and Fathi’s theorem applies. Fathi’s 7 was improved to
be 6 by Boyer–Gordon–Zhang in [8].
• In [19], Ivanov asked the following question, which is a Long’s and Penner’s like extension
on Fathi’s theorem: is there a constant NS , depending only on S, such that the following
holds? Let f ∈Mod(S) and let m = t±1a1 ◦ t
±1
a2
◦ · · · ◦ t±1ak be a multitwist. If {f
n(ai)|1 ≤ i ≤
k, n ∈ Z} fills S, then {mj ◦f |j ∈ Z} are pseudo–Anosov except for at most NS consecutive
values of j.
1.2 Results
In this paper, we also study the construction of pseudo–Anosov mapping classes obtained by a
product of two mapping classes. Our construction is closer to that of Long–Morton and Fathi:
roughly speaking, we will generate pseudo–Anosov mapping classes by multiplying pure mapping
classes to a given mapping class. We recall the definition of pure mapping classes; first, recall
that if f is reducible then there exists i such that f i behaves as a power of Dehn twist in each
component of the regular neighborhoods of some multicurve and behaves as a pseudo–Anosov or
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the identity map in each complementary component of the neighborhoods. Pure mapping classes
are the mapping classes that admit the above decomposition when i = 1. They consist of the
identity map, pseudo–Anosov maps, partial pseudo–Anosov maps, Dehn twists, and multitwists.
Note that the mapping class groups contain “many” pure mapping classes; Ivanov showed that
the level p congruence subgroup, which is a “finite index” subgroup of Mod(S), consists of pure
mapping classes if p > 2 [18]. We let PMod(S) denote the set of all pure mapping classes of
Mod(S).
We define the following which is necessary to state the main theorem thereafter. (We refer
the reader to §2.3.1 for notations used in Definition 1.2.)
Definition 1.2. • Let a ∈ C(S). We define Za := {Z ⊆ S|πZ(a) = ∅}. Note that Za con-
sists of the annulus whose core curve is a and all subsurfaces contained in the complement
of a.
• Let φ ∈ PMod(S). We call Z ⊆ S a loxodromic domain of φ if φ(Z) = Z and there exists
k > 0 such that for any x ∈ C(S) such that πZ(x) 6= ∅ and any j ∈ Z,
dZ(x, φ
j(x)) ≥ k · |j|.
Furthermore, we let L(φ) denote the set of all loxodromic domains of φ. For example,
– If f is a partial pseudo–Anosov map supported on Z ⊆ S then L(f) = {Z}, see
Lemma 2.4.
– Let a ∈ C(S). If ta is Dehn twist along a then L(ta) = {The annulus whose core curve is a}
and ifma is a multitwist which contains ta then L(ma) ∋ {The annulus whose core curve is a}.
For both cases, k can be taken to be 1, see Lemma 2.5 and Lemma 2.6.
• Let a ∈ C(S). We define Φa := {φ ∈ PMod(S)|φ(a) = a and L(φ) 6= ∅}. Note that
– Φa consists of non–identity pure mapping classes which fix a.
– If φ ∈ Φa then L(φ) ⊆ Za.
Now, we state the main theorem of the paper: throughout this section, we let M ≤ 100 and
k(S) ≥ 1
162·|χ(S)|2+30·|χ(S)|−10n
denote the constants given by Theorem 2.8 and by Corollary 2.7
respectively.
Theorem 1.3. Let f ∈Mod(S) and a ∈ C(S) such that dS(a, f(a)) > 4. There exists W ⊆ Za
with |W| < ∞ such that the following holds: if φ ∈ Φa such that L(φ) ∩ {Za \ W} 6= ∅, then
φj ◦ f is pseudo–Anosov whenever |j| > M+14
k(S) .
We state some remarks regarding the above theorem:
Remark 1.4. First, we state some comparison with the results of Long–Morton and Fathi
from §1.1: even though a given mapping class, denoted f in Theorem 1.3, does not have to be
pseudo–Anosov, the hypothesis of f is stronger than that of Fathi. Indeed, Fathi only requires
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that dS(a, f
n(a)) > 2 for some n so that {fn(a)|n ∈ Z} fills S. While Long–Morton and Fathi
assume a surface, denoted S in Theorem 1.3, to be closed, our proof applies to a general surface.
Unlike with Fathi’s uniform constant, 7, our constant depends on a surface, but our method
captures the position of the mapping classes that are not pseudo–Anosov when we vary j in
Theorem 2.1, Theorem 2.2 and Theorem 1.3 over Z. While Long–Morton and Fathi focus on a
specific pure mapping class, ta, we consider all non–identity pure mapping classes which fix a, Φa.
Clearly, ta ∈ Φa. Theorem 1.3 says that almost all elements of Φa give rise to pseudo–Anosov
type as far as they are raised to the jth power where |j| > M+14
k(S) . Capturing this phenomena for
a large family of Φa is the main contribution of this paper. However, we can still apply Theorem
1.3 to specific families of Φa; for example, Dehn twists and multitwists. Since |W| < ∞, there
are only finitely many Dehn twists and multitwists in Φa such that the statement of Theorem
1.3 does not hold for. Lastly, we note that exceptional elements of Φa, which the statement of
Theorem 1.3 does not hold for, are detectable since W can be explicit by the proof of Theorem
1.3; W = {W ⊆ Za|dW (f
−1(a), f(a)) > 3}. We can further analyze the elements of W; by
the proof of Theorem 2.11, which we refer the reader to [4], if W ∈ W then we must have
i(f (a), ∂(W )) ≤ 2 · i(f−1(a), f(a)) and i(f−1(a), ∂(W )) ≤ 2 · i(f−1(a), f(a)).
The proof of the main theorem given in §3.2 gives rise to the results which follow.
Since the description of W in Theorem 1.3 is explicit as in Remark 1.4, we can pick a pure
mapping class in Φa so that the statement of Theorem 1.3 holds for it:
Corollary 1.5. Let f ∈ Mod(S) and a ∈ C(S) such that dS(a, f(a)) > 4. If φ ∈ Φa such that
i(f (a), ∂(Y )) > 2 · i(f−1(a), f(a)) or i(f−1(a), ∂(Y )) > 2 · i(f−1(a), f(a)) for some Y ∈ L(φ),
then φj ◦ f is pseudo–Anosov whenever |j| > M+14
k(S) .
A pure mapping class φ in Corollary 1.5 can be found easily. See Remark 3.11.
We can add an extra assumption to Theorem 1.3 so that the statement of Theorem 1.3 holds
for every element of Φa:
Corollary 1.6. Let f ∈Mod(S) and a ∈ C(S) such that dS(a, f(a)) > 4 and that there exists a
geodesic between f−1(a) and f(a) whose 1–neighborhood does not intersect with {∂(Z)|Z ∈ Za}
in C(S). If φ ∈ Φa, then φ
j ◦ f is pseudo–Anosov whenever |j| > 2·M+11
k(S) .
Note that the diameter of {∂(Z)|Z ∈ Za} is at most 2 in C(S). A pair f ∈ Mod(S) and
a ∈ C(S) in Corollary 1.6 can be found easily. See Remark 3.13.
Remark 1.7. Pseudo–Anosov mapping classes obtained in this paper are special from the
view point of their actions to the curve graph: their stable lengths are directly captured from
the construction. In particular, if g is a pseudo–Anosov mapping class obtained by Theorem
1.3, Corollary 1.5, and Corollary 1.6, then we have dS(a, f(a)) − 4 ≤ ||g|| ≤ dS(a, f(a)). See
Remark 3.14. Indeed, in §3.1, we construct pseudo–Anosov mapping classes which have invariant
geodesics in the curve graph where we have ||g|| = dS(a, f(a)). See Remark 3.4.
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1.3 Plan of the paper
In §2, we collect necessary ingredients to prove the main theorem. First we will review the proofs
given by Long–Morton (§2.1) and Fathi (§2.2) in their constructions. Their approaches work
beautifully with Dehn twists and multitwists, but not with partial pseudo–Anosov mapping
classes. Our approach relies on an elementary criteria from Mod(S) y C(S): if f ∈ Mod(S)
and ||f || > 0, then f is pseudo–Anosov. Therefore, we will need to be able to capture the orbits
of the mapping classes in C(S), and we will use subsurface projection theory for this. Once
again, the main difference with the constructions of Long–Morton and Fathi is that our main
construction is not designed to produce pseudo–Anosov mapping classes with a specific type of
pure mapping classes. In fact, the benefit of working with subsurface projection theory is that
we can treat all types of pure mapping classes as the “same” type in virtue of their loxodromic
actions on subsurfaces, see §2.3.2.
In §3, we prove the main theorem. §3.1 presents a weaker/specific version of the main
theorem with a weaker hypothesis on a given map f . The reader should think of §3.1 as the
warm–up of §3.2. In §3.2, we will first obtain a technical proposition (Proposition 3.6) which
captures the orbits of mapping classes; the proof is a simple application of Theorem 2.8 and
Theorem 2.10. Then we consider a family of mapping classes obtained by multiplying certain
pure mapping classes to a given mapping class (Lemma 3.7), and we show that, regardless of
the type of pure mapping classes, almost all pure mapping classes give rise to pseudo–Anosov
mapping classes (Theorem 3.8). We emphasize that the implication from Lemma 3.7 to Theorem
3.8 is possible in virtue of Theorem 2.11. The above three key tools (Theorem 2.8 and Theorem
2.11 by Masur–Minksy, and Theorem 2.10 by Behstock) will be reviewed in §2.3.3. In fact,
we will state and use the effective versions of them (Theorem 2.8 by Webb, Theorem 2.10 by
Leininger, and Theorem 2.11 by Bestvina–Bromberg–Fujiwara). The explicit constants given by
these effective results allow us to obtain an explicit constant in the main theorem. Corollary 1.5
and Corollary 1.6 come naturally out of the arguments given to prove the main theorem.
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2 Background
First, we will review the approaches taken by Long–Morton [22] and Fathi [13], and discuss some
difficulties in applying their approaches to the setting of general pure mapping classes.
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2.1 Long–Morton’s approach
Long–Morton showed
Theorem 2.1 ([22]). Suppose S is closed. Let f ∈ Mod(S) and a ∈ C(S). If f is pseudo–
Anosov, then {tja ◦ f |j ∈ Z} are pseudo–Anosov except for finitely many values of j
Long–Morton use the following criterion due to Thurston: f is pseudo–Anosov if and only if
the mapping torus of f , denoted M(f), is hyperbolic. Furthermore, they use the following fact
due to Harer [16] and Stallings [27]: M(tja ◦ f) can be obtained from M(f) by doing (1, j)–Dehn
filling on M(f) \Nǫ(a) relative to a suitable choice of longitude in ∂(Nǫ(a)). They showed that
M(f) \Nǫ(a) is hyperbolic [22, Lemma 1.1 & Theorem 1.2], then the statement directly follows
by Thurston’s hyperbolic Dehn surgery theorem. Note that there have been many studies done
toward understanding the maximal number of exceptional slopes in the Dehn surgery theorem.
For instance, see the recent works by Agol [1] and Lackenby–Meyerhoff [20] and references
therein.
Lastly, we remark that if ta is replaced by a partial pseudo–Anosov mapping class φ, then it
is not straightforward to find a hyperbolic manifold W so that Dehn fillings on W give rise to
M(φj ◦ f).
2.2 Fathi’s approach
Fathi showed
Theorem 2.2 ([13]). Suppose S is closed. Let f ∈ Mod(S) and a ∈ C(S). If {fn(a)|n ∈ Z}
fills S, then {tja ◦ f |j ∈ Z} are pseudo–Anosov except for at most 7 consecutive values of j.
Fathi uses the following criterion due to Thurston: if f acts on the space of measured
foliations of S, denoted MF(S), without finite orbits, then f is pseudo–Anosov. Fathi further
reduced the criterion to the following [13, Lemma 1.2]: (⋆): Let C > 1. If, for all F ∈ MF(S),
there exists p, q ∈ Z with (⋆1): i(a, hp(F)) ≥ C ·i(a,F) and (⋆2): i(a, hq(F)) > 0 then h does not
act on MF(S) with finite orbits, hence h is pseudo–Anosov. Main ingredient [13, Proposition
5.2], which essentially follows from [13, Theorem 4.1 & Theorem 4.4], is the following: there
exists a constant λ0 such that for all j ∈ Z and F ∈MF(S),
max
{
i(a, [tja ◦ f ]
k(a)), i(a, [tja ◦ f ]
−k(a))
}
≥
|j − λ0| − 1
2
· i(a, fk(a)) · i(a,F).
Now, we investigate how tja ◦ f can be pseudo–Anosov by using the above Fathi’s reduced
criterion (⋆). First, since {fn(a)|n ∈ Z} fills S, {[tja ◦ f ]n(a)|n ∈ Z} also fills S for all j ∈ Z [13,
Lemma 5.3], so we have (⋆2). For (⋆1), let C = |j−λ0|−12 · i(a, f
k(a)). By (⋆), if C > 1 i.e. if
|j−λ0| > 1+
2
i(a,fk(a))
, then tja ◦ f is pseudo–Anosov. In other words, if neither tna ◦ f nor t
m
a ◦ f
is pseudo–Anosov, then
|n−m| ≤ 2 +
4
i(a, fk(a))
≤ 6
6
and that is how Fathi’s number 7 comes from.
Lastly, we remark that Fathi’s argument heavily relies on [13, Theorem 4.1], which makes
use of Dehn twists and multitwists, see [13, §4]. His method does not seem to apply in the
setting of a partial pseudo–Anosov mapping class φ.
2.3 Our approach
Our approach uses an obvious criterion: if f ∈Mod(S) and ||f || > 0, then f is pseudo–Anosov.
Main machinery we use here is subsurface projection theory, much of which are due to Masur–
Minsky [24] and Behrstock [3]. Benefit in working with subsurface projection theory is that we
do not need to distinguish the types of pure mapping classes that we deal with.
2.3.1 Subsurface projections
The arc and curve graph AC(S) is defined as follows; the vertices are isotopy classes of arcs and
curves, and the edges are realized by disjointness. We briefly recall subsurface projections from
[24]. We let R(A) denote a regular neighborhood of A ⊆ S.
• Non–annular projections: suppose Z ⊆ S such that Z is not an essential annulus. We define
a set–map iZ : C(S) → AC(Z) by taking {x ∩ Z}. We define a set–map pZ : AC(Z) →
C(Z) by taking {∂(R(x ∪ ∂(Z)))}. The subsurface projection to Z is the composition
πZ = pZ ◦ iZ : C(S)→ C(Z).
• Annular projections: suppose Z ⊆ S such that Z is an essential annulus. Take the annular
cover of S which corresponds to Z, compactify the cover with ∂(H2). We denote the
resulting annular cover by SZ . We first need to define the curve graphs for annuli. The
vertices of C(Z) are isotopy classes of arcs which connect two boundary components of SZ ,
here the isotopy is relative to ∂(SZ) pointwise. The edge between two vertices are realized
by disjointness in the interior of SZ . The subsurface projection to Z is the set–map
πZ : C(S)→ C(Z)
by taking the lift of x in SZ . By abuse of notation, if a ∈ C(S) then we often use notations
πa and da to represent πR(a) and dR(a) respectively.
• For both types of projections, if C ⊆ C(S) then πZ(C) := ∪c∈CπZ(c). If C
′ ⊆ C(S) then
we let dZ(C,C
′) denote dZ(πZ(C), πZ(C
′)).
We note the following elementary fact from [24]. It says, in particular, subsurface projections
are coarsely well–defined.
Lemma 2.3. Let Z ⊆ S. The image of a multicurve via πZ is bounded by 2.
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2.3.2 loxodromic actions of pure mapping classes
The goal of this section is to observe Corollary 2.7. First, by Theorem 1.1 we have
Lemma 2.4. If f is a partial pseudo–Anosov mapping class supported on Z ⊆ S, then there
exists k(Z) ≥ 1162·|χ(Z)|2+30·|χ(Z)|−10n such that for any x ∈ C(S) such that πZ(x) 6= ∅ and any
j ∈ Z,
dZ(x, f
j(x)) ≥ k(Z) · |j|.
There are analogous results, in the setting of Dehn twists and multitwists, to the above
result.
Lemma 2.5 ([24]). Let a ∈ C(S) and ta be Dehn twist along a. For any x ∈ C(S) such that
πa(x) 6= ∅ and any j ∈ Z,
da(x, t
j
a(x)) ≥ |j|.
Indeed, we have da(x, t
j
a(x)) = |j| + 2 on the above lemma, see [24]. The proof is a bit
tricky because ta has an effect to πa(x) at every component of the lift of a in S
R(a), but it is
explained in the paper of Farb–Lubotzky–Minsky [11]; the main effect occurs at the core curve
of SR(a) by twisting along the core curve. At the other components of the lift of a, which are
arcs whose endpoints are contained in a single boundary component of SR(a), there are minor
effects by sliding along on these arcs, and these effects result into sliding the endpoints of πa(x)
in ∂(SR(a)) (but not 2π much) creating 2 extra intersections. We refer the reader to [11, Figure
1]. Therefore,
i(πa(x), πa(t
j
a(x))) = j + 1 =⇒ da(x, t
j
a(x)) = |j| + 2.
Lemma 2.6. Let a ∈ C(S) and ma be a multitwist which contains a power of ta. For any
x ∈ C(S) such that πa(x) 6= ∅ and any j ∈ Z,
da(x,m
j
a(x)) ≥ |j|.
Proof. The proof is analogous to the case of Dehn twsits. The main difference is that there are
additional effects from other Dehn twists (not ta) contained in ma. However, the lifts of the core
curves of the annuli that support other Dehn twists are arcs whose endpoints are contained in
a single boundary component of SR(a). Therefore, those Dehn twists have minor effect to πa(x)
in SR(a) by sliding along on the corresponding arcs where the direction is determined by the
signs of the twists. As before, the position of the endpoints of πa(x) changes in S
R(a), but not
2π much. We have
i(πa(x), πa(m
j
a(x))) ≥ j − 1 =⇒ da(x,m
j
a(x)) ≥ |j|.
We will use the following corollary in the proofs of Lemma 3.2 and Lemma 3.7 in §3.
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Corollary 2.7. Let φ ∈ PMod(S). There exists k(S) ≥ 1162·|χ(S)|2+30·|χ(S)|−10n such that for
any Y ∈ L(φ), any x ∈ C(S) such that πY (x) 6= ∅, and any j ∈ Z,
dY (x, φ
j(x)) ≥ k(S) · |j|.
Proof. The statement follows by combining Lemma 2.4, Lemma 2.5, and Lemma 2.6.
2.3.3 Three key tools
This section collects main tools to be used in the paper.
The following theorem is originally due to Masur–Minksy [24]. Webb effectivized the theorem
[31].
Theorem 2.8 (Bounded Geodesic Image Theorem). If every vertex of a geodesic projects non-
trivially to Z ( S, then the image of the geodesic via πZ is bounded by M ≤ 100.
Remark 2.9. In this paper, we assume M in Theorem 2.8 is bigger than 5.
The following theorem is originally due to Behrstock [3]. Leininger effectivized the theorem;
a complete proof can be found in the paper of Mangahas [23]. Recall that two subsurface
Z,W ⊆ S are said to be overlapping if they are neither disjoint nor nested.
Theorem 2.10 (Behrstock’s inequality). Let Z,W ( S be overlapping surfaces and µ be a
multicurve. If dZ(∂(W ), µ) > 9 then dW (∂(Z), µ) ≤ 4.
The following theorem plays an important role in the paper. It allows us to apply our
technical machinery to work for almost all pure mapping classes. The theorem is originally due
to Masur–Minksy [24]. Bestvina–Bromberg–Fujiwara effectivized the theorem with an explicit
constant [4].
Theorem 2.11 (Finitely many large projections). For any given pair of curves, x, y ∈ C(S),
there are only finitely many subsurfaces W with dW (x, y) > 3.
3 Construction
By abuse of notation, we use the following notations for the rest of the paper: let Z,W ⊆ S.
By πZ(W ), we mean πZ(∂(W )). Hence, dZ(W, ) measures the distance from πZ(∂(W )) in C(Z).
Our construction of pseudo–Anosov mapping classes relies on the following elementary criterion:
if f ∈Mod(S) and ||f || > 0, then f is pseudo–Anosov.
3.1 Warm–up
The goals of this section are to prove a weaker/specific version of the main theorem in §3.2 and
to construct pseudo–Anosov mapping classes which have invariant geodesics in the curve graph,
which arise from the construction together with their stable lenghs.
The following proposition will capture the orbits of the mapping classes we will obtain:
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Proposition 3.1. Let a ∈ C(S) such that it is a non–separating curve and g ∈ Mod(S) such
that dS(a, g(a)) > 0. Let Z be the complement of g(a) in S. If dZ(a, g
2(a)) > M + 9, then, for
all i ≥ 2, we have
1. dZ(g
2(a), gi(a)) ≤ 9.
2. dS(a, g
i(a)) = i · dS(a, g(a)).
Proof. We prove by the induction on i.
For the base case, i = 2, the first statement follows from Lemma 2.3. For the second
statement, by using Theorem 2.8 with the fact that ∂(Z) = g(a) is non–separating, we have
dS(a, g
2(a)) = dS(a, Z) + dS(Z, g
2(a))
= 2 · dS(a, g(a)). (Since g(a) = ∂(Z))
For the inductive step, assume the statement is true for all i ≤ k: we first need to check
πZ(g
k+1(a)) 6= ∅;
dS(Z, g
k+1(a)) = dS(g(a), g
k+1(a)) (Since g(a) = ∂(Z))
= dS(a, g
k(a))
= k · dS(a, g(a)) (By the inductive hypothesis)
> 1. (Since k ≥ 2 and dS(a, g(a)) > 0)
Therefore, πZ(g
k+1(a)) 6= ∅. Now, we prove, by using Theorem 2.10, that
dZ(g
2(a), gk+1(a)) ≤ 9.
First, we note that since dZ(g
2(a), gk(a)) ≤ 9 by the inductive hypothesis, we have dZ(a, g
k(a)) ≥
dZ(a, g
2(a)) − dZ(g
2(a), gk(a)) > M. Now, suppose dZ(g
2(a), gk+1(a)) > 9 for a contradiction.
Then
dZ(g
2(a), gk+1(a)) > 9 =⇒ dZ(g(Z), g
k+1(a)) > 9 (Since g2(a) = g(∂(Z)) = ∂(g(Z)))
=⇒ dg(Z)(Z, g
k+1(a)) ≤ 4 (by Theorem 2.10 as Z and g(Z) overlap)
=⇒ dg(Z)(g(a), g
k+1(a)) ≤ 4 (Since g(a) = ∂(Z))
=⇒ dZ(a, g
k(a)) ≤ 4.
This is a contradiction because dZ(a, g
k(a)) > M. Therefore,
dZ(g
2(a), gk+1(a)) ≤ 9.
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Hence, we have dZ(a, g
k+1(a)) ≥ dZ(a, g
2(a)) − dZ(g
2(a), gk+1(a)) > (M + 9)− 9 = M, and we
can apply Theorem 2.8 here;
dS(a, g
k+1(a)) = dS(a, Z) + dS(Z, g
k+1(a)) (By Theorem 2.8)
= dS(a, g(a)) + dS(g(a), g
k+1(a)) (Since ∂(Z) = g(a))
= dS(a, g(a)) + dS(a, g
k(a))
= dS(a, g(a)) + k · dS(a, g(a)) (By inductive hypothesis)
= (k + 1) · dS(a, g(a)).
We use Proposition 3.1 in the following way:
Lemma 3.2. Let a ∈ C(S) such that it is a non–separating curve and f ∈ Mod(S) such that
dS(a, f(a)) > 0. Let Y denote the complementary component of a in S. Let φ ∈ Φa such
that Y ∈ L(φ). There exists K such that, for all |j| ≥ K, g = f ◦ φj satisfy the hypothesis of
Proposition 3.1, i.e.
• dS(a, g(a)) > 0.
• dZ(a, g
2(a)) > M + 9 where Z = g(Y ), namely Z is the complement of g(a) in S.
Proof. • dS(a, g(a)) = dS(a, f ◦ φ
j(a)) = dS(a, f(a)) > 0.
• We have
dZ(a, g
2(a)) = dZ(a, (f ◦ φ
j)2(a))
= dZ(a, f ◦ φ
j ◦ f(a)) (Since φj(a) = a)
≥ dZ(f
2(a), f ◦ φj ◦ f(a))− dZ(a, f
2(a))
= dY (f(a), φ
j ◦ f(a))− dY (f
−1(a), f(a)) (Since Z = g(Y ) = f(Y ))
≥ k(S) · |j| − dY (f
−1(a), f(a)). (Since Y ∈ L(φ) and Corollary 2.7)
Hence, take j such that
k(S) · |j| − dY (f
−1(a), f(a)) > M + 9⇐⇒ |j| >
M + 9 + dY (f
−1(a), f(a))
k(S)
.
We give an example of pseudo–Anosov mapping classes which can be produced by Proposition
3.1 and Lemma 3.2:
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Example 3.3. We use the same notations from Lemma 3.2. What we need here is f ∈Mod(S)
such that dS(a, f(a)) > 0 and dY (f
−1(a), f(a)) is small. Let B ( S such that B overlaps with
Y . Let f ∈Mod(S) such that
dB(f
−1(a), a) > 9 and dB(a, f(a)) > 9.
Note that the above f can be found easily by taking a high power of a pseudo–Anosov mapping
class supported on B. (If B is an annulus then we can take a high power of Dehn twist supported
on B.) By applying Behrstock’s inequality to the above inequalities, we have
dY (f
−1(a), B) ≤ 4 and dY (B, f(a)) ≤ 4 =⇒ dY (f
−1(a), f(a)) ≤ 8.
Recall g := f ◦ φj . By Lemma 3.2 and Proposition 3.1, for all j such that |j| > M+9+8
k(S) , we have
dS(a, g
i(a)) = i · dS(a, g(a))
≥ i. (Since dS(a, g(a)) = dS(a, f(a)) > 0)
In particular, ||g|| > 0. Therefore, g is pseudo–Anosov.
Remark 3.4. Pseudo–Anosov mapping classes obtained in this section are special from the
view point of their actions to C(S). Bowditch showed that if g ∈ Mod(S) is pseudo–Anosov
then there exists m such that gm fixes some geodesic in C(S), i.e. g fixes some quasi–geodesic
[7]. Furthermore, by the work of Webb [30], m is known to grow at most doubly exponentially
with ξ(S). Pseudo–Anosov mapping classes obtained in this section fix a geodesic in C(S).
Furthermore, an invariant geodesic can be found easily: let g be a pseudo–Anosov mapping
class obtained here. We have dS(a, g
i(a)) = i · dS(a, g(a)) for all i, in particualr
||g|| = dS(a, g(a)) =⇒ ||g|| = dS(a, f(a)).
Let [x, y] denote a geodesic between x, y ∈ C(S) and let
Ga := ∪n∈Zg
n([a, g(a)]).
Clearly g(Ga) = Ga. Also, Ga is a geodesic in C(S) by the above equality.
3.2 The main theorem
We observe Proposition 3.6, which is a general version of Proposition 3.1. The only difference
is that we require dS(a, g(a)) > 3 so that Z and g(Z) overlap, see Proposition 3.5. This is a
technical condition so that we can use Behrstock’s inequality.
Proposition 3.5. Let a ∈ C(S) and g ∈ Mod(S) such that dS(a, g(a)) > 3. Let Z ( S such
that dS(Z, g(a)) ≤ 1. We have
1. Z and g(Z) overlap.
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2. dg(Z)(g(a), Z) ≤ 2.
3. dZ(g
2(a), g(Z)) ≤ 2.
Proof. 1. dS(Z, g(Z)) ≥ dS(g(a), g
2(a))−dS(Z, g(a))−dS(g(Z), g
2(a)) ≥ dS(g(a), g
2(a))−2 >
1. Therefore, Z and g(Z) overlap.
2. First, we check that
• πg(Z)(g(a)) 6= ∅ since dS(g(Z), g(a)) ≥ dS(g
2(a), g(a)) − 1 > 1.
• πg(Z)(Z) 6= ∅ by the first statement.
By Lemma 2.3, we have dg(Z)(g(a), Z) ≤ 2 since dS(g(a), Z) ≤ 1.
3. An analogous argument to the above applies here. We only check that πZ(g
2(a)) 6= ∅ since
dS(Z, g
2(a)) ≥ dS(g(a), g
2(a))− 1 > 1.
The proof of the following proposition is identical to that of Proposition 3.1, but for com-
pleteness, we briefly go over.
Proposition 3.6. Let a ∈ C(S) and g ∈ Mod(S) such that dS(a, g(a)) > 3. Let Z ( S such
that dS(Z, g(a)) ≤ 1. If dZ(a, g
2(a)) > M + 11, then, for all i ≥ 2, we have
1. dZ(g
2(a), gi(a)) ≤ 11.
2. dS(a, g
i(a)) ≥ i · (dS(a, g(a)) − 4) + 4.
Proof. We prove by the induction on i.
For the base case, i = 2, the first statement follows from Lemma 2.3. For the second
statement, we observe
dS(a, g
2(a)) ≥ (dS(a, g(a)) − 2) + (dS(g(a), g
2(a))− 2) (By Theorem 2.8 and dS(Z, g(a)) ≤ 1)
= 2 · (dS(a, g(a)) − 4) + 4.
For the inductive step, assume the statement is true for all i ≤ k: we first need to check
πZ(g
k+1(a)) 6= ∅;
dS(Z, g
k+1(a)) ≥ dS(g(a), g
k+1(a))− 1 (Since dS(g(a), Z) ≤ 1)
≥ k · (dS(a, g(a)) − 4) + 4− 1 (By inductive hypothesis)
> 1. (Since dS(a, g(a)) > 3)
Therefore, πZ(g
k+1(a)) 6= ∅. Now, we prove
dZ(g
2(a), gk+1(a)) ≤ 11.
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First, since dZ(g
2(a), gk(a)) ≤ 11 by the inductive hypothesis, we have dZ(a, g
k(a)) > M. Now,
suppose dZ(g
2(a), gk+1(a)) > 11 for a contradiction. Then
dZ(g
2(a), gk+1(a)) > 11 =⇒ dZ(g(Z), g
k+1(a)) > 9 (by Proposition 3.5)
=⇒ dg(Z)(Z, g
k+1(a)) ≤ 4 (by Theorem 2.10 and Proposition 3.5)
=⇒ dg(Z)(g(a), g
k+1(a)) ≤ 6 (by Proposition 3.5)
=⇒ dZ(a, g
k(a)) ≤ 6.
This is a contradiction because dZ(a, g
k(a)) > M. See Remark 2.9. Therefore,
dZ(g
2(a), gk+1(a)) ≤ 11.
Hence, we have dZ(a, g
k+1(a)) ≥ dZ(a, g
2(a)) − dZ(g
2(a), gk+1(a)) > M. By Theorem 2.8, we
have
dS(a, g
k+1(a)) ≥ dS(a, g(a)) + dS(g(a), g
k+1(a))− 4
≥ dS(a, g(a)) + k · (dS(a, g(a)) − 4) + 4− 4
= (k + 1) · (dS(a, g(a)) − 4) + 4.
Lemma 3.7. Let a ∈ C(S) and f ∈ Mod(S) such that dS(a, f(a)) > 3. Let φ ∈ Φa. There
exists K such that, for all |j| ≥ K, g = f ◦ φj satisfy the hypothesis of Proposition 3.6, i.e.
• dS(a, g(a)) > 3.
• dZ(a, g
2(a)) > M + 11 where Z = g(Y ) where Y ∈ L(φ). Note that dS(Z, g(a)) =
dS(Y, a) ≤ 1 since L(φ) ⊆ Za as φ ∈ Φa.
Proof. • dS(a, g(a)) = dS(a, f ◦ φ
j(a)) = dS(a, f(a)) > 3.
• First we note Z = g(Y ) = f ◦ φj(Y ) = f(Y ). We have
dZ(a, g
2(a)) = dZ(a, f ◦ φ
j ◦ f(a)) (Since φj(a) = a)
≥ dZ(f
2(a), f ◦ φj ◦ f(a))− dZ(a, f
2(a))
= dY (f(a), φ
j ◦ f(a))− dY (f
−1(a), f(a)) (Since Z = f(Y ))
≥ k(S) · |j| − dY (f
−1(a), f(a)). (By Y ∈ L(φ) and Corollary 2.7)
Hence, if j is such that
k(S) · |j| − dY (f
−1(a), f(a)) > M + 11⇐⇒ |j| >
M + 11 + dY (f
−1(a), f(a))
k(S)
,
then g = f ◦ φj satisfies the hypothesis of Proposition 3.6.
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We have the main theorem of this paper. The proof follows by combining Proposition 3.6
and Lemma 3.7 with Theorem 2.11.
Theorem 3.8. Let f ∈Mod(S) and a ∈ C(S) such that dS(a, f(a)) > 4. There exists W ⊆ Za
with |W| < ∞ such that the following holds: if φ ∈ Φa such that L(φ) ∩ {Za \ W} 6= ∅, then
f ◦ φj is pseudo–Anosov whenever |j| > M+14
k(S) .
Proof. Let W := {W ⊆ Za|dW (f
−1(a), f(a)) > 3}. By Theorem 2.11, we have |W| < ∞. Let
g = f ◦ φj. Since φ ∈ Φa such that L(φ)∩{Za \W} 6= ∅, by Lemma 3.7 and Proposition 3.6, for
all j such that |j| > M+11+3
k(S) , we have
dS(a, g
i(a)) ≥ i · (dS(a, g(a)) − 4) + 4
≥ i+ 4. (Since dS(a, g(a)) = dS(a, f(a)) > 4)
In particular, ||g|| > 0. Therefore, g = f ◦ φj is pseudo–Anosov.
Remark 3.9. We note that Theorem 3.8 holds for an opposite family, {φj ◦ f |j ∈ Z}: let 〈h〉 ·a
denote the orbit of a under the iteration of h ∈Mod(S) in C(S). We observe that
〈φj ◦ f〉 · a = φj(〈f ◦ φj〉 · a).
By the arguments given in this section, we have
Corollary 3.10. Let f ∈Mod(S) and a ∈ C(S) such that dS(a, f(a)) > 4. If φ ∈ Φa such that
i(f (a), ∂(Y )) > 2 · i(f−1(a), f(a)) or i(f−1(a), ∂(Y )) > 2 · i(f−1(a), f(a)) for some Y ∈ L(φ),
then φj ◦ f is pseudo–Anosov whenever |j| > M+14
k(S) .
Proof. By the proof of Theorem 2.11, which we refer the reader to [4], if W ∈ W then we must
have
i(f (a), ∂(W )) ≤ 2 · i(f−1(a), f(a)) and i(f−1(a), ∂(W )) ≤ 2 · i(f−1(a), f(a)).
Therefore, if
i(f (a), ∂(Y )) > 2 · i(f−1(a), f(a)) or i(f−1(a), ∂(Y )) > 2 · i(f−1(a), f(a))
then we must have dY (f
−1(a), f(a)) ≤ 3. Hence, φj ◦ f is pseudo–Anosov whenever |j| >
M+14
k(S) .
Remark 3.11. A pure mapping class φ in Corollary 3.10 can be found easily. For instance, one
can pick γ ∈ C(S) such that i(a, γ) = 0 and i(f(a), γ) > 2 · i(f−1(a), f(a)), and take φ to be
Dehn twist along γ.
We also have
Corollary 3.12. Let f ∈Mod(S) and a ∈ C(S) such that dS(a, f(a)) > 4 and that there exists
a geodesic between f−1(a) and f(a) whose 1–neighborhood does not intersect with {∂(Z)|Z ∈ Za}
in C(S). If φ ∈ Φa, then φ
j ◦ f is pseudo–Anosov whenever |j| > 2·M+11
k(S) .
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Proof. Since there exists a geodesic between f−1(a) and f(a) whose 1–neighborhood does not
intersect with {∂(Z)|Z ∈ Za} in C(S), we have that dZ(f
−1(a), f(a)) ≤ M for all Z ∈ Za by
Theorem 2.8. Because L(φ) ⊆ Za, φ
j ◦ f is pseudo–Anosov whenever |j| > 2·M+11
k(S) .
Remark 3.13. A pair f ∈ Mod(S) and a ∈ C(S) in Corollary 3.12 can be found easily. For
instance, one can first pick a non–separating curve γ ∈ C(S) such that dS(a, γ) ≫ 0 and
take a partial pseudo–Anosov map g supported on the complement of γ. There exists p such
that dS(g
−p(a), gp(a)) = 2 · dS(g
p(a), γ) by Lemma 2.4 and Theorem 2.8, which means γ is
the midpoint of a geodesic between g−p(a) and gp(a). Take f = gp. Recall that the curve
graph is hyperbolic (Originally due to Masur–Minsky [25], also worked out by Aougab [2],
Bowditch [6][5], Hamensta¨dt [15], Clay–Rafi–Schleimer [9], and Hensel–Przytycki–Webb [17]);
since dS(f
−1(a), a) = dS(a, f(a)), dS(a, γ)≫ 0, and dS(∂(Z), a) ≤ 1 for all Z ∈ Za, we have the
added assumption. Finally, we observe that dS(a, f(a)) > 4, otherwise dS(a, γ) would be small.
Lastly, we remark on the stable lengths of pseudo–Anosov mapping class obtained in this
section:
Remark 3.14. As in Remark 3.4, if g is a pseudo–Anosov mapping class obtained in this section,
then we have
dS(a, g(a)) − 4 ≤ ||g|| ≤ dS(a, g(a)) =⇒ dS(a, f(a)) − 4 ≤ ||g|| ≤ dS(a, f(a)).
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